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Important: All products sold in the Flight1 wrapper are no longer supported by Flight1. For reinstallation, the key file method for reinstallation is not supported. You must use the account method to reinstall it. iFly Jets - 737NG for FS2004Nota: Please read our FS2004 (FS9) limited support notice before buying this product. iFly Jets: The
737NG is the most advanced and complete 737 add-on for Microsoft Flight Simulator so far. The high-precision simulation of cockpit and systems, along with features such as ground support and push back, make this a top extension to the Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004 (FS9). The product has been tested by real NG pilots to help
maintain the accuracy required for this simulation. This product offers a fairly extensive fleet covering the NG series. This includes the 737NG 600, 700, 700ER, 800 and 900, 900ER, plus the BBJ, BBJ2 and BBJ3. There are several variants between this fleet that you can customize through the configuration manager, including jet engine
types and wingtips. Dozens of features make up this product. FMS: Winds high forecast entries. Conditional points for SIDS/STARS/Approaches. Fly-by and Fly-over points for SIDS/STARS/Approaches. Accurate cost indicator calculations for LRC/ECON horizontal and vertical navigation speeds. User-defined and conditional points.
Custom Sid/star and navdata database. ETA and fuel forecast. All pages and menus are implemented. Color screen. Maintenance pages. Autopilot: Realistic Autopilot Flight Manager System with Autothrottle System. Autothrottle (A/T) Committed Mode: N1 - MCP SPD GA - THR HLD Delay - SPD ARM FMC Role: HDG SEL - STEP Mode
LV/LOC TO/GA - G/S V/S - FLARE MCP SPD - VNAV SPD ALT/ACQ - VNAV PTH ALT HOLD - ALT VNAV ALT Foot Types: Path to determine the arc to determine the path to determine the radius to determine the heading with the left and right flight manager. Cross-bar or single cue flight manager. Two individual flight control computers
(FCCs). Fully simulated AFDS State Evangelism. Step /Roll CWS with a CMD activation switch selected. Enable the mouse wheel for easier MCP window settings. External standard: 737-600/700/700ER/800/900/900ER/BBJ/BBJ2/BBJ3 3DS max standard realistic control surfaces. Operating elevator power. Realistic flight spoilers and
ground spoilers. Working autoslat. Nozzle valve animations. I work apu doors. Entrance and cargo doors with the corresponding light of the High quality outfit textures. I don't know what you're Virtual cockpit: Fully functional and clickable meters. Each switch, button, lever is formed in 3d and animated. Animated windows, wipers (two
speeds) and more. Excellent instrument lightning at night. Windshield reflection and rain effect. Systems: Fully simulated inertial reference system. Ground radar demonstration type (PFD/ND or EFIS); NAV1/2 receiver with AUTO/MAN working function. Realistic proximity warning system. Cabin compression &amp; logic fully applied. Wing
load relief protection and logical autoslats. New failures. Audible warning. Simulation of the left and right EFIS. Full logic TCAS (with traffic demonstration in EHSI). The 2D panel supports both standard and widescreen displays. Hundreds of programmable basic assignments You have the ability to operate both captain and first officers of
SW in different ways together while on 2D widescreen and in virtual cockpit. Miscellaneous: With CFM567b engine: 18/20/22/24/26/27. Manage interactive configuration. Many custom configuration options. Detailed operating manual, tutorial and QRH included. Aircraft performance calculated directly from flight model parameters. New
very smooth CRT monitors based on GDI+. With an audio package. More than 44500 SID/STARs are included. Ground support and push back. Over 100 free liveries through the Flight1 library system. Please read before Purchase after downloading, simply run the EXE and the purchase screen will appear. This download contains the
Feature Pack version 3.2.1. Download now (679 MB) Make sure you visit the iFly forum community to support products, repaint information, and a whole lot more. please visit the iFly support forum at Simforums.com recommended product - FS2Crew iFly 737NG Voice/ BundleCelebrate control button launching the Special FSX and FS9
Package! Designed in close consultation with a real 737 captain, this new version of FS2Crew brings your iFly 737NG to life by adding an interactive flight, cabin and ground crew to the aircraft! With the powerful iFLY SDK, integration between FS2Crew and iFly 737 is seamless and clean. Take your iFly 737 to the next level with
FS2Crew. It's going to change the way you fly! Click here for more information! Flight Simulator 2004 (with SP1) 2.4 GHz Processor (3 + GHz recommended) 1.8 GB of disk space 2 GB RAM (3 + GB recommended) 256 MB Graphics Card (512 recommended) Windows XP / Vista / Win7 USD - $54.95 Product Gallery Click on the image.
Use arrow keys or mouse wheel to scroll. Commentsaires customer JUSTSIM - HELSINKI-VANTAA AIRPORT P3D5 mike Brill many details no fps drop, it was after a Helsinki brill and this is brill FS ACADEMY - IFR MSFS Patrick After an initial installation error on my part - cleared by the developer, who replied to my email in about ten
minutes - I am absolutely loving this addon. I've thrown away the first lesson, basic instrument maneuvers, twice. It's hard. possible, just as it should be. It gives you a real sense of accomplishment to get it right. I can't wait to move on to the next class. JETSTREAM PLANS - NANTES ATLANTIQUE LFRS MSFS Frederic Merci à jetstream
plans pour cet add-on qui redonne vie à Nantes atlantique ! Vivement du trafic AI digne de ce nom avec les vraies compagnies pour parachever cette scène. FS2CREW - - Ground Crew X - FSX P3D Aditya Really excellent product, highly recommended. The towing feature works flawlessly and the rest of the features are not useless, as
WELL AS PERFECTSOFT STUDIO - GMFB - BOUARFA MOROCCO FSX P3D younesse Very nice scenery for this part of Africa love is very much pleased with this airport ;) :) UK2000 LOCATION - LUTON 2020HD MSFS THOMAS This UK 2000 Port Over offer is an accurate performance of Luton, but the cost of the airport is
excessive for this reason too. In it's past FSX and XPlane Luton incarnations and other offerings from the UK in 2000 showed the extraordinary technical skills of being a Creator using the SDK provided for sims. Now that we are in the world of MFS 2020 it would be great to see this talented company take advantage of the MFS 2020 SDK
and develop some terrestrial traditions for the Community. I am a longtime customer of this Company, but I will not buy from them until they provide us with Airports that are worthy of their talent and our new Sim. INDIAFOXTECHO - MB-339 - MSFS Graham Lovely little jet attention to detail is very good looks forward to updates especially
sounds mine sounds like dyson with blocked filters INDIAFOXTECHO - MB-339 - MSFS ABDULLAH A very nice product with low price, gives good value for what you pay for. DRZEWIECKI DESIGN - RJAA TOKYO NARITTA P3D4.4-5 Michael I have to repeat some previous reviews. The glidelope for 34L looks completely off, and the
overall scenery looks pretty bland at night, and the surrounding photo base doesn't blend well at all. I'm sure the DD will address this with patches, but until then, I can't give this more than 3 stars. I'm sure it seems hasty. JETSTREAM PLANS - NANT ATLANTIQUE LFRS MSFS Christophe Très belle réalization! le rendu est très proche de
la réalité Отلвل клиентов JUSTSIM - HELSINKI-VANTAA AIRPORT P3D5 mike Brill many details no fps drop, it was after a Helsinki brill and this is brill FS ACADEMY – IFR MSFS Patrick After an initial installation error on my part – cleared up by the developer, who replied to my email in about ten minutes – I'm absolutely loving this
addon. I've thrown away the first lesson, basic instrument maneuvers, twice. It's difficult but achievable, just as it should be. It gives you a real sense of accomplishment to get it right. I can't wait to move on to the next class. FS2CREW - LAST SET PAYMENT X - FSX P3D Aditya Really excellent product, highly recommended. The towing
feature works flawlessly and the rest of the features are not useless, as UK2000 LOCAL - LUTON 2020HD MSFS THOMAS This Kingdom 2000 Port Over offer is an expensive performance of Luton, but the cost of the airport is excessive and for this reason. In it's past FSX and XPlane Luton incarnations and other offerings from the UK in
2000 showed the extraordinary technical skills of being Creator using the SDK SDK for those Sims. Now that we are in the world of MFS 2020 it would be great to see this talented company take advantage of the MFS 2020 SDK and develop some terrestrial traditions for the Community. I am a longtime customer of this Company, but I will
not buy from them until they provide us with Airports that are worthy of their talent and our new Sim. INDIAFOXTECHO - MB-339 - MSFS Graham Lovely little jet attention to detail is very good looks forward to updates especially sounds mine sounds like dyson with blocked filters INDIAFOXTECHO - MB-339 - MSFS ABDULLAH A very
nice product with low price, gives good value for what you pay for. DRZEWIECKI DESIGN - RJAA TOKYO NARITTA P3D4.4-5 Michael I have to repeat some previous reviews. The glidelope for 34L looks completely off, and the overall scenery looks pretty bland at night, and the surrounding photo base doesn't blend well at all. I'm sure
the DD will address this with patches, but until then, I can't give this more than 3 stars. I'm sure it seems hasty. REALWORLDSCENERY – KODIAK ALASKA PADQ MSFS Rob To be honest I really like this landscape. It is located in a beautiful spot on Kodiak Island, so the default environment is already beautiful, but the developer did a
nice job at the airport itself with realistic buildings and nice atmosphere. I hope they make more airports in Alaska. I already have Nome as well and this is wonderful too, although they could have included more around the area in their landscape. but this is for another review. JUSTSIM - INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT RHODES DIAGORAS
MSFS Jacob looks really great. But please remove the 2d trees looks so bad please remove these ...... SIMBITWORLD - The Life of a Pilot Jay Reason for Flying in a Flight Simulator.. Good job.. You need some information about the airline and the ICAO airport code.. Code..
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